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to print greater number of copies than shall I A friend relates to us the following instance
NEW-YORK CANALS.
: , naplS
’
7”
vhiulu. sagacity : Mr. Joseph Hanson re '
be Subscribed for, and consequently a con si d- vf
ot^ canine^s;
With all their vices afid moral. degrada
The amount of tolls collected at the sev erable length of time must elapse, to afford sides on the Hinkham road in the county ot
PUBLISHED BT
eral offices of the New-York Canals dur opportunity for these subscriptions. .Much Coos near Mount Washington, eight miles tion, there is not probably so superstitious a
from’any inhabitant. His child was lately
ing the months of April and May, 1827,-is labour, in the meantime, will be required in • taken dangerously sick—so that neither him nation in -christendom as, the - Napohtans.
JAMES K. REMÎCH,
^ce at the Store
Half of their time is occupied,marching about
preparing
the
papers
for
publication,
which
i
$214,693 73 ; exceeding the amount of
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
Is. Qn the last mJ
we have no doubt will be accomplished with i self or his wife could safely leave it for assist the streets, from,church to church, in ragged
! last Monday’s
: .... ......................
the tolls for the same time last year, as much speed as the responsible nature of ance Enclosing a letter in a packet, he des and masked processions, bawling the ctroft.ro
his dog ten miles to the house of nobis. We were at several of thé .great re
w/Sam0!
OMISSIONS. __ $29,927 90. It is estimated that the the undertaking will admit, and with that, patched
amount of tolls for the present year, will care and judgment of which the character Mr. Pinkham ; and the dog. delivered the ligious festivals. On these occasions, tempo
8EIH HATCH
“
sobtolk,tone 14.
and reputation of the editor of the work are message in an hour and a half, so that in the rary altars were erected at short intervals
not fall much short of $900,000.
course of a few hours the necessary assistance along the Toledo and other principal streets,
------- --- We have just learned that the three desThe canal toll received at Rochester, an ample pledge.—Advertiser.
anived. When the dog arrived at Adams at which the priests officiated in turn, the as
among the inhabitants, he passed sevei al per sembled city kneeling upon the pavements.
1 to 31st May was upPAUPERISM.
sons, and evaded them, as if fearful that he The windows and balconies of every house
Gov. Plummer, of New-Hampshire, who ' should be prevented from doing his errand.
were hung with awnings and crimson banners,
I
ngz?eess’ Llames River near Newport’s
is writing in the Portsmouth Journal, in one
arid gap «Ties of ladies above, in full dresses
ion. Jonas CiAju1
2 issued in Isle of Wight county, and
Lorenzo Dow, the celebrated itinerant of his numbers, treats of Pauperism. He
and with angel faces, scattered showers of ro
preacher arrived in St. Louis, Missouri, about says :—
,
The Whale which was above the bridge ses, for monks to trample upon, in their mi
the 20th of May. He held several meetings,
“In some towns the project has been
tSiknrtes River They will arrive here to and attracted larger congregations of people adopted to purchase a house and farm, and at Portsmouth, N. HI. has been caught, grations from one altar th another. -Females
EAboat Hampton. They than had ever been assembled, on any simi.ar appoint aniigent to superintend the labor of i anj exhibited at that place.
llwu- are not exempts in thèse musters. They do
not indeed bear dims like the other sex, each
the paupers iri cultivating and improving it sanjs of people were assembled on the of whom carries a lighted candle, chaunting
5- port, in the ™ ¡Xe taken near Sleepy Hole Ferry, bv Col. occasion, in that place.
In nine times out of ten, this mode, -stead
d . boats to væw the sport, which all the while; A line of servants, on eapli
presented insolve® Wilson W. Jolies, Dr.Frencn, and Afos«»;
of diminishing, increases the expense of sup- i lasted
snore ami
.
c six months arei Samuel Servant and Thomas Skmnei, all of
LOCKING OUT A PRINTER.
from 5 o’clock on Thursday
after- side
hold. the hats of the priests,
bj'
©IVit, 11VXU
~ ~ J -r-flanked
J,
>ring in and prop Hampton, who had fallen on their track in
The editors of the Montrose (Penn.) porting the poor. 1 he most eligible and i noon to 7 on Wednesday morning. He another line of boys catching .the grease ot
we will attend ti the morning and continued their pursuit un- Gazette, states that Charles A. Locke, has cheapest method I have known for country
the
candles.
The
royal
family
joins
in
the
tu vnsis annually to vendue the board, c'.oath- measured 32 feet in length, and 6 id mùmmerv. A bfnd of Austrian soldiers al
ing, and taking tare of tffe d^r to the lowest
ways precedes and closes these religions pro
September aS |the "gentlemen, when two of the prisoners
30 for tbeir paper. He should De loen- bidder, whom the selectmen, consider suita breadth.
cessions to keep them in order. Some one ot
■c?ck >nt\:*S on their knees-the edter took u h.s
of a!}.. good society” as ali others ble for that purpose. This will place the
the pious throng picked my pockets, while £
GARDINER, JUNE 15;
poor
of
a
town
in
one
or
more
families
where
i heels, and was with difficulty overtaken oy
neglect to pay the minister,
The Rev. Dr. Gillet of Hallowell, has been was gazing to see the queen pass—the only
they
will
be
well
treated,
and
where
the
in

accident of the kind which has befallen mein
. SHANNON?^ CoL
^ty1 county, for their the doctor and the printer, to whom they
from histpastoral relations with
terest of the undertakers will require thé dismissed
................
. the
.
Zens of Elizabeth City county,
LE.
1
’
’ ||----- *— -n all sorts of crowds, arid which amounted
i nromnt
rromnt and
and spirited
spirited exertions
exertions in
in pui
pursuing
O?xy& and are indebted for medicine for the soul, the paupers to labor and be industrious, and m > First Congregational Church and bocie.y in merely to the loss of à h andkerchief.
This venerable and good man
some measure support themselves. If we ! that town. This
bringing these wretches to the bar of justice. ■body, and the mind.
In the Chiaia, one of the largest and hand
except sickness and old age, all assistance has ministered to that Church between thir- somest
churches iff Naples; the cicero'nè
to the poor which does not promote industry, ty and forty yeycs.—Chron.
BALTIMORE, JUNE 15.
shows a spiral, fluted pîllâr, which he de
The Buffalo Emporium states, that a com is rather a premium to idleness and improviTHE
FRESHET.
clares belonged tothp ’temple of Solomon at
pany are sweeping Niagara river on such a
scriber has beeni
A good definition.—At the late ceie- Jerusalem. It is evidently Gothic in its ori
The thunder and rain of last evening, was scale, as to leave no doubt that the body ot’ dence than acts of charity and benevolence.
ministratorfefthet
food of the poor should be wholesome, .
X
“ ¿pr^rv hv the Port- gin. There are more ruins of this description
'probably more severe than has been experi Morgan will be found, if it lies in the river. The
LllLno- toast
EN Tom enced here for many years. It commenced An anchor and a barrel of shot have Deen bur cheap ; and their clothing plainZ
in Italy, than would make a mountain twice
c-port, Merchant,! raining about’half-past 7 o’clock m the eve taken up from a great depth. When will ficient to protect them against the inclemen land Rifle Company, the following toast Ithe size of Moriah. The Church of the Jesu
was
offered
by
W.
B.
Sewall,
Esq.
i
cy of the seasons.”
upon himself that: ning afid continued, with very little mtermis- the mystery of this affair cease ?
its, near the Chiaia, has been rent asunder
Amalgamation—That which consists in by*an earthquake, in one of the eruptions ot
a law directs.—M siou. to literally pour down, until nearly 12.
state, can settle v Xtock. At 9 o’dock Bridge street was one
From the Portsmouth Journal of 16th inst. the union of honest men in a good cause ; Vesuvius. A wide fissure is still visible in.
ROAD TO QUEBEC.
$ust 1st, when alh entire sheet of water, the }'00tway on the
FROM CONCORD.
not the base alloy of ambition, intrigue the frescoed ceiling. In our rounds among
About
ten
years
ago
a
road
was
laid
out,
itively be left < North side, being completely flooded. At
the priesthood, a stripling was found in a
The present has been a very interesting and corruption,
Ken. Jour.
and
partly
made,
under
the
authority
of
the
tion.
half-past 10 it was observed, tnat Jones Falls,
black coat and cocked hat,, who could not
CHAS. BRADSi SboU 100 yards north of Centre ^treet had Legislature of this state, leading from the week at the capital of New-Hampshire.
read his own language. He was however a
Kennebec
to
the
Canada
line,
in
the
direction
On
Wednesday
an
able
and
highly
inter

overflowed the wail, and in a very short time,
placeman, and did not officiate at the alter.
of
Quebec.
The
state
of
this
road
is
now
In
Berlin,
Prussia,
there
is
a
morning,
mid

Carter's Letters.
the whole of the meadow from that point to such that it may be passed without difficulty esting discourse was delivered before the
day,
evening,
arid
midnight,
Gazette
—
and
Gav-street
was
imindated.
1
he
cellars
^.iid
w\\ & W balySJn Gay-street,, from Fish-strpet bv travellers oh horseback, but not m car N. H. Historical Society by the Hon. Ichthe latter, far from being sleepy, is said to be
i room in the How to the bridge, were filled with water, as also riages. The road on the Canada side of the abod Bartlett, its President.
HANDEL.’
;
the most lively of them all.
Handel once heard a lady sing a piece of
1’rill, (near the taw those in Harrison-st. 1'he damage we are line we understand has been well made, Meeting of Farmers aitd Manufacturers.
St.
Giles
’
Church,
in
London,
has
now
an
though it is probably by this time considera
aere they intendt pleased to learn is very inconsideraole.
Agreeably to previous notice, a large illuminated dial; the clock, by its own revo music, which she loaded with all sorts of
It was the opinion of those who witnessed bly out of repair. The people of Maine have number of persons interested in the grow lution, lights itself as soon as the sun sets, and graceless graces, arid St length went off
:
become
sensible
of
the
importance
of
a
travid Mantua J the progress of the angry element, that thei elled road in that direction, and at the last ing and manufacturing of wool, assembled extinguishes the same when the sun rises.
with a flourishing dd libitum fangb of het
bod? of water in the Falls, was greater than
lusiness,
during the distressing freshet of 1817, but session of the legislature of that state, a i e- for the purpose of choosing delegates to
Two instances have been published, on own fahey. The master waited with pa
tranches,
fortunately, as there were no lodgements of solve was passed authorizing the appoint meet in convention at Harrisburg in Jdly good authority, of fresh water being found tience, till she. by good luck, got back in
ecuted .with neat lumber at any of the bridges, except for a ment of agents to complete that part of the’ next. Gov, Pierce presided at the Meetat sea, on tasting water drawn from the o- to the original key : he then exclaimed,
road which passes through the lands belong
short time at Pratt-street, it passed oft unim ing
to
Maine, provided the state of Massa• ing, and the Hon. Jotham Lord, counsel- cean—one was in the East Indias, the oth ‘Madam, you’re welcome borne ? I don’t
, 1827.
peded. Some-idea of the immense quantity chusetts”shoúlá give satisfactory assurances hor for Cheshire was appointed Secretary,
should
er in the Mediterranean. The first after know where the devil you have been, but
of water which fell, may be imagined by chusetts
of completing it
I never expected that you would have
n through
mruugu the lands belonging ^he meeting was addressed by a number of
those who did not witness it, from the fact, to this
a long calm.
...
.
r_..
a
I
gentlemeQ
;
and
Hofl
L
Bartlett
of
Ports

state, and for that purpose directed a
that it was within 12 inches of the platform of
thought ofme afiy more?
Politics.—The Oracle of Apollo at Del
dlTATlQNW the elevated bridge over the falls at the turn township of land to be sold, and appropriated mouth, Hon. Samuel Bell of Chester, Jon
the sum of five thousand dollars to be paid
Rectified RUM; pike gate. Had this, or any of the interven
athan Smith, Esq. of Peterborough, Hon. phos, being asked why Juhiter should be the
FRIGHTENING CHILDREN.
out
of
the
proceeds,
provided
they
should
chief of the Gods, since Meirs was the best
E. RUM ; MOLI! ing ones, between that point and Budge-st.,
amount to that sum for defraying the ex Ezekiel Webster of Boscawen, and Asa soldier, made this answer—“ Mars is val~
A short time ago, in this neighborhood,
given way, there is no telling the amount of pense of the road. 1 he legislature of this
L ÆRATUS,àni
Freeman, Esq* of
were anointed H;;/, but
is wz$^?’
a v-urp; girl of seven yekrs of age. whose
■
-I
-•-’’Ll hav- been d-nw as the
state,’ having been applied
io» :..c. coop delegates.
ï
;
“
* The news from South, North and West ., imagination had b6eh filled with those
eration,
a
resolve
was
passed
at
the
late
ses

I
On Thursday a meeting was called of
nursery-tales that are conjured up
sion which we fear, will not effect the object
announce that there is a cheering prospect frightful
j
1 T^fficlc^^
each side so expeditiously as would have been desira- the Republican friends of the administra- :of an abundance of every agricultural arti- by
1 ignorant servants and others, to fright
rf the Falls, we are told, was Aom' manliest blBy this resolve a particular township of tion, at 2 o’clock P. M. at the court-house cle.
FOR SALE AT M
1en children into their bbedierice, was thrust
Gov. Bell presided at the meeting, and
into a dark closet for some tale she bad
iCO DïSTld
land is granted to the State of Maine, on the Richard Bartlett, E%q. secretary of state
What next ?—A patent has been taken carried to her parents
The poor fhmg
condition that that State will complete the
, POT & PEA®.
The meeting out for making gas from iron, which gives ^continued to scream with the most violent
whole road, so as to be in a condition to be was appointed Secretary.
J. F..CI
travelled by carriages, and to the satisfaction was called by a public notification signed as vivid a light as that from coalt and is apprehension and when the door was open
rive lots may be carried into effect.
of the Massachusetts agent. The Legisla by Hon. Caleb Keith, General Storer and much cheaper, cleaner, and less noisome. ed to take her from her abode of terror,
The lightning, we learn from the Chroni|
de struck a tree, situate near the corner of ture of Maine may perhaps be disposed to Judge Darling. It was opened by Gov.
The U. S. ship Cyane, Capt. Elliot, arri she was lying on the ground in strong con
accept the grant on the condition on which it
High and Market-streets, and passing along is made, as it is equivalent to the appropria Bell, and addressed in a very emphatic and ved at Havana, on the 26th ult. from the Bra- vulsion. The conflict was too powerful
thtF gas pipes, extinguished
.th.e
tion which has been made by tnat State to eloquent manner by tlae Hon. Ichábod zills, and was to sail in two days for Philadel for her tender reason, and she Mow exists,
Mr. Hart’s Tavern, and the adjoining Apoth- wards the same object. But we do not per Bartlett, Thomas Whipple jr. and Gov. phia.
ate disease which
one of the most miserable objects of huirraii
5 art of the mostaj!
ecary’s shop.—Patriot.
ceive that this can be done without the delay Morrill; the time to which the House of
Drinking.—One thousand persons visit’ sympathy. Her parents and friends see
at length found il
of another season, as the Legislature of Maine Representatives was adjourned having ar ed the Albany Mineral Springs, Before‘ their hopes blasted—their interesting lit
BALTIMORE, JUNE 16.
*
will not be again in session until January next. rived, the meeting adjourned to 8 o’clock
breakfast, on Sunday, the 27th ult. It is tle favorite is now an idiot!
Information
has
been
received
by
the
■
!
Perhaps,
however, the Executive of that
'ANGE'S GEl
Glasgow Chronicle.
may be authorized to act m the case, in the evening, when Gov. Morrill conclu calculated than they drank 250 gallons of
brig Elbe, from, Pernambuco, that a ship' State
;
ded his remarks, and the meeting was fur the water in the space of two hours!
had been fitted out that port for the pur and to proceed in the measures for complete
ins; the road the present summer. W e can ther addressed by James Wilson jr. Esq.
The wife of Win. Bowermann, a slater
ANEOUS disease!
In addition to the Automaton Chessplayer
pose of keeping off a Buenos Ayrean pri not doubt that the road would be of very con
of Keene, Richard Bartlett, Esq. and Mr. recently brought out at New-York by two and plasterer, in Ramsden, Oxford county,
stance by the Phj|
vateer which had been cruising off there siderable utility both to Maine and this State,
e is so universally)
Speaker Hubbard—And after an animated countrymen mom Ithaca, N. Y. a female England, was delivered a few months
for 15 days previous. The Brazilian fri bv adding to the value of the lands belongaddress from the Chair, resolutions strong chess player has also been produced.
since of three fine girls, who, with their
ine
to
the
two
States,
and
by
affording
anoth

gate
Thetis,
from
Marco,
arrived
the
day
nt has stood the t®
ly approving the course of the administra i A great disturbance took place in Phila mother are doing well. They have been
er
and
a
nearer
rout
from
Boston
to
Quebec,
r obtained an unpar
the Elbe sailed, and Went in search of a as well as a new channel for a profitable
tion, were passed without a dissentient delphia, on the evening of the 15th instant, christened Faith, Hope, and Charity.—
lediately removes!
Colombian privateer that had taken two trade in which many of the inhabitants ot
in consequence of the detection of a negro m The parents have been married 18 years,
action to, the v?ss
Maine might participate. We see no rea voice.
or three sail of Brazilian vessels.
the attempt to kidnap two white children.
ginal colour and st
and have fifteen children living, the eldest
son why Maine should not be to Quebec, what
commendations ini
On Tuesday last, a person by the name of
A dog, who used to accompany his master not yet 16. Three years ago the mother
New-York
and
Vermont
are
to
Montreal
for
An article has been “ going the rounds,”
»erior efficacy, W
Greenough,
was
examined
before
Elijah
on an annual tour from Rochester, N. Y. to a
the supply of many articles of provisions.
that a FAIR TRIM
respecting a certain Mrs. Hamilton, who Among the articled of import at St. John, near Downing, Esq. charged with being a common town in Connecticut, has continued regularly had twins.
itator. Ithasinta
idler,
and
a
disturber
of
the
peace
in
the
fam

to make the annual tour alone since the death
is said never to have displeased her hus Montreal, from Vermont and New-York, m
ily of John Alley, jun. The complainants,
ses of fifteen and»
The following story rivals the law case.ff
band during forty-seven years of married the three months ending the 5th of April last, Daniel and Caleb Alley, stated that Green of his master three years ago.
tave resisted the p:
The Grand Jury at New-York has refused Bullum vs. Boatum. ' It occurred at Nismes,
life. A correspondent of the Charleston the navigation being the whole time closed by ough introduced himself into the family oi
dy that could bede
in Languedoc, 1763. A gardener’s ass hav
Mercury explains the wondrous event by ice, were the following, viz. paying 10 per their father some 7 or 8 months since, and to find new bills of indictment in the celebra ing brought some goods to market, while the
. once gives imrneis
cent duty, 388 head of cattle, 299 live hogs,
it cures Tinea, O'
saying-—Maj. Gen. H. was ordered off on 509 sheep, 20 horses: paying 15 per cent du has continued to tarry there, “ working not ted conspiracy cases.
master was away, went into an adjoining
CALD HEADja«
Slavery ceases to exist, by authority of church, and satiated his thirst from a basin
duty before the expiration of the honey ty 53 400 lbs fresh cod fish, 51,161 lbs. tal at all,” but causing disturbance in the family.
He has been frequently, desired to “ clear laU’, in New-York, after the fourth of next of holy water ; he was detected, seized and
iar to unhealthy a
moon and did not return until his wife was low, 27,931 lbs. cheese, 23,454 lbs. butter,' out,” without effect-taking advantage, as
nothing of a merw!
formallv tried, for sacrilege. His counsel
5,100 lbs. mutton, 275 lbs. clover ^eed, 12 witness said, of the weakness of their father, month.
dead.
Sav. paper.
:t, and, it may»1
could not resist the weight of evidence, and
bushels grass seed, 276 lbs. dried apples, 90 to get a living out‘of the family, under color
The
shop
of
Eliza
Allen
in
Providence
was
*rs under any £$
gallons oysters, 350 geese, 324 fowls, 42 turk of religion. Like a real culprit he was con robbed on Thursday night last of a quantity judgment was pronounced against the wilful
A negro was recently found on board the eys 125 lobsters, 2073 lbs. sole leather, 711
animal, that he . should be hanged and then
,ale and Retail by
schr. La Brance, Capt. Kimberly, lying at sides upper leather, and many other articles. veyed to justice, “ as a sheep to the slaught of ribbons to the amount of about $75.
burnt, and the owner to pay costs.
er'
”
—
and
after
examination
was
asked
ir
he
Georgetown, S. C. and bound to New-York. So important was the communication thought
Potter, the Ventriloquist has beep fined
was
guilty
of
the
charges;
“
but
he
oftened
:h, Portland; P
He had secreted himself between bales ot by the inhabitants of Quebec that an effort
ANECDOTE.
$400 at Providence, for exhibiting his
•cotton, where he remained four days; being was made last winter and was partly success not his mouthP Howbeit, the justice deliv
Isaac Hill, Co;
In a time of much religions excitement and
feats
of
skill
without
a
license.
ered
him
up
to
Richard,
the
centurion,
who
lake, Saco, and*
however tired of his uneasy position, and ful, to keep the road open for sleighs, not
consequent discussion, an honest old Dutch
hearing that the vessel would hot sail until withstanding the difficulties from the unfinish conveyed him unto Moses, a Keeper of Alms.
¡nnebunk.
At Jamaica Plains, on the 13th instant, farmer, of the Mohawk, was asked his opin**
Now
John
saw
these
things,
and
visited
him
;
discount to conn»!
the next day, he very prudently cried out, ed state of the road. Many travellers, who
and certain women came also—hearing of a man named Gummings, fell from the top ion as to which denomination of Christians
and was cut from the bulk head.—Gaz.
proceed to Montreal and Quebec, after hav what Elijah had done. It is said Mr. Green- to the bottom of a well 35 ft. deep, with a were in the right way to heaven ?—“ Veil den.
(said lie) ven we ride our wheat to Albany,
ing visited New York and Niagara, would be oulh has respectable connexions, and that
He was some say dis is the pest road, and some say
WASHINGTON, JUNE 16.
gratified with returning to this city by the way his present singular mode of living commen tub full of gravel and stones.
bruised considerably, but is expected to dat is the pest; but I don’t think it makes
Commodore Thomas T mgey,. has, we: of the state of Maine, if the road were such
ced on his becoming acquainted with the nolearn, been appointed a Commissioner or tne as to admit of their pursuing this rout.
recover.—A man at the bottom of the well much tifferente which road we take; for
torious
Hull
Barton.
He
seems
to
have
forwhen we get dare, dey never ask us which
Navy, in the place of Com. Morris, resigned.
Bost. Adv.
&KINGSJI
gotten St. Paul’s injunction, “that if any miraculously escaped without injury.
way we come—and it is nope of deir business
}
Bost. Pal.
would not work, neither should he eat.
He
: receded and
—if our wheat be good."
was
formerly
engaged
in
mercantile
business,
The
Charleston
Gazette
of
the
6th
inst.
some assortme#
WASHINGTON’S PAPERS.
The lead mine recently discovered in
and was at one time a minister in the Meth
states that a most unnatural murder has been
We are happy to have it in our power to
A LITERARY blunder.
committed in a house of ill fame in that city. state that Washington’s Papers, removed by odist connexion, but retired from business!| Eaton, N. H. is said to be inexhaustible,
W
One of those famed literati, a country
The name of the individual is not mentioned- Mr. Sparks, from Mount Vernon, have all and every social enjoyment on seeing the I and the oar uncommonly rich, being equal
resent and app^1
“ new light." We understand that the same !
sculptor, was ordered to engrave on a tomb
safely arrived in Boston. We understand day, Tuesday, another ftilgrim arrived at to the best obtained in Missouri.
INDIAN'S.
stone the following words :
that a prospectus of the proposed publication friend Alley’s ; but on hearing of the taking
;ht and Dark
About fifty Indians, a remnant ot the Pe of these valuable papers, will soon be issued,
On Saturday there were lying in our har ‘A virtuous woman is a crown to her hus
citation Sattl^l
o/'his
friend
Grefenough
by
the
civil
autho

nobscot tribe, of Maine, are encamped on an preparatory to obtaining subscriptions tot
bor 64 vessels, making an aggregate of band.’ But the stone being small, he en
awls, a new
island in the North River, between the villa the work, but that several months will neces rities, he speedily took himself off.
over 700 tons of shipping, all actively em graved it t
. a great vane U
__ ___ —
Lynn Mir.
ges of Waterford and Lansingburgh. 1 hey sarily elapse before any of the volumes can
ployed in loading or discharging.
d fashionable sty
CONCORD, (N. H.) JUNE 18;
« A virtuous woman is 5s to her hus
came by way of the river St. Lawrence, lake be published. The nature and extent of the
’ and children s *
Bangor Reg.
Champlain and the Northern canal, m bark works are such as to make it particularly
An atrocious murder is supposed to have
band.’
------ BONNETS,H
canoes, and intend proceeding home via Lew proper that it should be published by sub been committed at Chester, on th$ -London
‘ Illustrious’ wit. —A lady be mg at a
Mr. Eifield, in this town, picked from
■eral assort^!
York. In the management of their canoes scription, as the public are already sufhcient- derry turnpike, near Manchester. The dead
they are very expert. The Wateriord Re ly informed of its character and value, and body of a man was lately found floating m• his garden, on the 11th instant, cucumbers party with a very high black cap, sur
porter says “ the rapidity with which they the publisher could not well take the risk ot Massabesic pond, with evident marks of vio‘ of full growth, from five to six and a half rounded with scarlet feathers, an illustri
glide through the water is truly astonishing. such an edition as will supply the demand, lence upon it. An investigation and search ! inches in length; the earliest ever raised ous personage wittily remarked “ that she
The Whitehaflers in New York would find without having some assurance pi the extent aré going on to ascertain the name of the per
was like a kitchen chimney on fire?*
tb.
kithagoo^
their match in a trial of aqqatic sk.il! with of that demand. It is therefore intended not son and the authors oi the murder.—Patriot.. in this county.
those sons of the forest?*'
Mb. D. Adv.
■s, and M

hereby G

M ’ù A?.«’»
rimtJ

Hhev

unable

Glass
27.

"

W

oí tne rivef to oppose tiieto.—ííe laid an
attacked with disease are too much in the
embargo on the port, and issued a procla- habit of delaying to call in medical aid un
TREMENDOUS STORM AT SEA. '
Gibraltar dates to the 19th May have. mation declaring his intention of defending
The following singularly interesting narra
til it is too late for medicine to be of use.
been received at New-York by the Spar- the place by force of arms. As the trans*
tive is communicated to the Liverpool Com’
What should we say of the watchr* in who
mercial Chronicle of May 12 t—tan., They furnish -no intelligence of’ ports did not appear at the time expected/
seeing an incendiary setting fire to a house
“ S/iifi New York, Prince’s Dock, Liverfiotf
much interest. The Colombian brig Li and apprehensions were entertained of
Masonic Festival.—The natal day of St.
would delay to give the alarm until the
4
T
May 11, 1827. ’
bre, of 14 guns, arrived at Gibraltar on their having landed the troops at some oth
conflagration had fully taken effect ? What John the Baptist, was celebrated by York
‘ Sin—I trust that, although a stranger 1
the 10th, from a cruize off Cadiz.—The er part of the coast, a breast work was
did our Saviour say to the fanatical phari Lodge, in this village, on Monday last.
shall find a sufficient apology, in the very uih
Colombian brig Pincliincha, of 20 guns thrown up in the rear of the city for its pro
A procession, consisting of a large number common nature of the occurrences herein de
sees about the healing of a diseased per
was off Malaga early in the month. She tection in that quarter. Subsequent infor
scribed, for troubling you with the detail of
of Masons and many citizens, was formed at the
following particulars. This ship has been
made three prizes near Cape St. Martin mation stated that a part- of the division,- son upon the Sabbath, even in a casé of par
ticular urgency ?”
Towle
’
s
Hotel,
at
11
o
’
clock,
A.
M.
and
[ twice struck with lightning on her present
previous to the 4th.
(about 800) had landed at Payta, with the
proceeded to the Rev. Mr. Fletcher’s Meet voyage from New York. On the 19th day of
We annex from the Mercantile Adver intention of marching on Cuenca and Quito
April, pur third day out, about half past five
ing House.
PORTSMOUTH,JUNE 23.
tiser the following extract from the Gib —ihe commander had disembarked at
the morning, being in cur births, we were \
AMERICAN CARPETS
The Throne of Grace. was addressed by m
raltar newspapers, relating chiefly to the Monte Christi, distant from Guayaquil 10
roused by a sound like the report of heavy ’
a There are now on sale at Mr. Jacob the Rev. N. H. Fletcher, in that solemn, im cannon
close to our ears. In a moment
affairs of Portugal and Spain. Mention is or 12 days journey, and was directing their
Sweetser’s store in Market-street, some pressive and interesting manner, so peculiar. were all out, and the cabin and all parts of the
made in these extracts of a reported dec march on the city ; they were expected to
beautiful specimens of American Carpets, to our. worthy pastor.
Ship were filled with a dense smoke, havin? i
laration of war by Algiers, against Tusca arrive in three or four days.—It was not,
a strong smell of sulphur. From the deck
manufactured at the Great Falls Factory
The Oration by Dr; Emerson, was writ the word was quickly passed that the shin
ny, which borders on the Mediterranean, however, believed that any fighting would
m Somersworth. They are remarkable ten in a neat, comprehensive and elegant
and embraces but little more territory take place, but that peaceable possession
had been struck with lightning, and was on
for the variety and beauty of the figures
style and was listened to by a large concourse fire. The consternation which for some min
than the state of Connecticut.—Pat.
of the city would be given them—in fact,
and dyes, and for their firm and even text
utes prevailed may be mote easily imagined
of people, with attentjôn and admiration.
Gen. Perez had already sent commission
than described. Every one ran on deck with
ure ;—our dry goods merchants could
,
GIBRALTAR, MAY 8.
At the conclusion of the exercises, a pro a full impression that the ship was in a blaze
He had no more than hardly believe they, were of home manu
By Lisbon papers to the 3d inst. we ers to negocíate.
cession of the “ Free and accepted,” with It had been broad day, but so dark, so dense
learn that a revolt on the part of the gar 500 regular troops besides ' the Militia : facture.
such of the citizens as intended uniting with and so close upon us were the clouds, as to
rison of Elvas, which had broken out on these last were not disposed to fight, and
there
was
a
strong
party
of
the
inhabitants
them,
returned to Towle’s Hotel, where produce almost the obscurity of night
the 29th ult. and in which some of the in
There was just sufficient light to give a bold
GARDINER, JUNE 22.
against
him
and
the
Bolivian
interest.
It
they
sat
down to a repast, served up in that relief to every object in the appalling • "ene
habitants had taken part, was put down
BRICK MAKING.
Mr. David Flagg, Jr. of this town, has con elegant and tasteful style, for which Mr. and The rain poured down i* torrents, mingled
on the next day, with the loss of a few was supposed at Guayaquil by soffie, that
lives, Government, on the receipt of this the only object of these troops was to re structed a machine for making bricks-, which Mrs. Towle are so distinguished. After the with hail stones as large as filberts, which
promises to be of great utility in the manu
lay upon deck fully an inch thick. Over
intelligence, ordered an immediate in store themselves to their country, but as facture of that article. The machine, now in cloth had been removed, several patriotic head blazed the lightning on all sides, accom
quiry into the circumstances of the revolt they were uncertain in what manner the operation, is moved by one horse, and it and well timed Toasts were given, and the panied by reports almost simultaneously, thus
Which the paper represents as connected authorities there would receive them after makes or strikes the bricks as fast as three day passed in a manner which could not but evincing its nearness. The sea ran moun- 1
with the movements which several Di- their late act in Lima, they had resolved ior four persons can take them away and place be gratifying to every lover of concord and tains highland the ship was tossed from one
them on the y&rff. it requires two persons
sea to another. with incredible rapiditv. One
yisions of Spanish troops are stated to to march with arms in hand—others believ- ito supply it with mortar, one to wash moulds, good order.
appearah :e was peculiarly remarkable. The
ed
that
this
movement
(as
well
as
that
in
,
have made, the same time, towards the
and
another
to
place
the
empty
moulds
upon
temperature
of the water was at 74 degrees
Lima) was a part of the Vice President 1the machine. With this number of hands
Portuguese frontier.
of Fahrenhei*’, while that of the atmosphere
ONE
DAY
LATER
PROM
LONDON.
May Io
By the last Lisbon papers, Santander’s scheme to destroy the power from 18 to 20,000 bricks may be made in a
London papers to, the 15th ult. have was down to 48. This produced a copious
of the Liberator Bolivar.
' day, although Mr. Flagg, for want of suffi
evaporation and caused immense clouds of va
We learn that on the 8th, the Princess Re
cient yard room, has not made more than been received at New-York.
pour to rise, which ascending in columns all
New York American.
gent had a relapse of fever.
The House of Commons on the evening around us, exhibited the appearance of innu
16,000 in one day. While observing the op
eration of the machine.a few days since, we of the 14th, resolved itself into a commit merable pillars supporting a massive canopy
On the 23d ult. died, at the palace of
MÁX& ÀÏ&TWXÆS
had the curiosity to count the number it turn tee of Supply- and, after rating several of clouds. These phenomena are extremely
the Bardo, Her Highness, Lilia Fatima,
ed off in five minutes, which was 144. The
unusual, no person on board ever having wit
sole consort of the, Bashaw Bey of Tunis.
MURDER.
bricks made in the machine are more hand items; took up the proposition to grant nessed any thing like it before. In all direc
£50,000
to
indemnify
the
proprietors
of
On Saturday night about 11 o'clock, a man some and much more compact than those
At her funeral sixteen hundred slaves re
tions might be seen water spouts, which, ris
named Hennesie, upwards of 60 years old manufactured in the ordinary manner by slaves in the United States, under the ing fearfully to the clouds, seemed actually t«
ceived their freedom.
was murdered in his room at the sailor’s hand.
treaty of Ghent. A pretty warm debate present to the eye a combination of all the el
Extract of a letter dated 7th April boarding house, kept by Mrs. Glover, No.
ensued
between Mr. Hume and Mr. Can ements for the destruction of every thing on
& fellow lodger, who slept in
the face of the deep. Altogether the scene
from II. M. Consul General at Tripoli :— u
MELANCHOLY ACCIDENT.
ning. Mr Hume wished fpr the partic was one of awful sublimity1, which baffles
the
same
room,
named
Barney
M
’
Gloine
“ I have had sad news from, or more
On Friday last, Messrs. Edmund Fow ulars of the daims.
Mr. Canning re description. Amid this scene of impending
about 25 years old, suspected of having com
properly speaking, of, my son-in-law (Major mitted the murder, was arrested yesterday ler, Lester Laflin, and Matthew McCulley
plied, that after the judgment had been ruin, when all nature was in the utmost con
Laing) in the interior ; but as it is merely and after an examination before Mr. Justice of Gorham, and William Orr, of Standish,
made, and a decision come to, such a fusion—when nautical science and experience
verbal report conveyed from Bambara to Hupson, was committed to prison. It ap with his son aged about ten years, were
could avail nothing—-while an irresistible ele
course was not possible, and the only ef ment was playing about us, and the ship
peared
on
the
examination,
that
Mrs.
Glover,
Timbuctoo, to 'Fuat, to Godamsh, to Tri
on
Sabago
Pond
on
a
fishing
party.
On
fect it was likely to produce would be to
a little after 11, in going through the house
poli, J trust in God it may prove errone to see that all was safe, found the deceased their return, towards sunset, as is suppos raise ill blood in America. The grant was seemed on the very verge of fate, when, i$
short, dismay and despair were reflected
ous.”
m his room wounded in the head and throat ed, the boat was capsized in a sudden squall agreed to.
from every other countenance—nothing could
and gasping his last breath. About an hour of wind, and they were all drowned. Their
The question of granting £50.000 for exceed the calm tranquillity of Captain Ben
CH1.AA.- Mr. Deihl, supercargo of the previous, M’Gloine came down from the same hats have since been found on Indian Isl
nett—nothing could excel the firmness with
improving
the water communication be which every order was given, for examining
New-Jersey, arrived at Philadelphia, in room, and asked for a candle, with which he and; Messrs. Fowler and Laflin were of
tween Montreal and other parts of Cana the snip, in prospect of meeting fire below
returned. A few minutes after he came
forms that the rebellion which had for down again, and demanded his trunk and the firm of Edmund Fowler & Co. of the
da, met with opposition from Mr. Hume, deck—nothing could equal the manner in
Some time been raging in parts of the Chi oandbox, which the landlady let him take Cumberland Powder Manufactory, in Gor
which every one was encouraged with the
but was finally acceded to.
nese Emperor s dominion, had assumed on a promise that he would call on Monday ham and Mr. M’Culley, a native of Ire
hope of security, even beyond what in reason
could be expected: thus I but echo the sen
a very serious aspect, and was spreading- and pay the arrearage for his board. In go land, and a single man, foreman of that es
timents of all on board.
FROM BRAZIL.
at the date if the last advices. The Em ing through the street with his baggage, he tablishment. The* two former gen.femen
was stopped and interrogated by a watch
“ But I hasten to my narrative. Some
peror had recently made considerable man, and stated that he was going to his sis were natives of Southwick, Mass. Mr. F.
The brig Quill Las arrived at Nett York
drafts on the Salt and Hong Merchants, ter s, No. 66, Murray-street. At this place has left a family in ^»id town, and Mr. L. from Rio Janeiro, bringing information to parts of the ship and spars were for a moi ment on fire but were quickly extinguished
for the mean’s Of carrying on the war. It he was found yesterday by the police officers. was recently married: Mr. Orr has left a JM&y 7. 1 ho,
Assembly by the rain. The ship was then, though
1
he
deceased
has
been
employed
the
last
Was doubtful what effect the insurrection
was opened oh the 3d by a speech from the, roughly, examined to ascertain where the
Afgns.
five years by Mr. John M’Comb, as a pavier— wife and family.
would have on the corning Tea Crop.
Emperor Do^Pedro, a translation of which electric fluid had penetrated among the comM’Gloine is a labourer, who arrived here a
is published in the New York Statesman bustiblepart of the cargo below the lower
passenger in the Caroline Ann from Belfast
FIRE.
deck. 1 his investigation disclosed the fol
Ireland, where he left a wife and two chil
On Saturday last, the dwelling hotfse’ of■ of Tuesday. The Emperor in this speech lowing
TURKEY.
The lightnings. feiving_wnck
dren.
It
did
not
appear
that
uuy
previous
declares
that
the
wpr
with
Buenos
Ayres
A letter from Smyrna of March ¿5,
Jonath?^ Window, AEsq.
Albion, with
Lh£Sfthe t! llunast head, shattered the mast
animosity existed between the deceased
and'
•TthTcatse 1most “f the fcrait'iré, together with tfie will continue, until the Banda Oriental shall “eii.ecessa
““ending
1
thence, penetrated the
published in the London Herald, informs the prisoner and it is conjectured
, ... . o----------- ..J
the cause
pf the store rooms, the bulk
that the Turkish fleet, consisting of three which led to the fatal act, was trivial. The barn and out buildings were destroyed by be free from its invaders, and Buenos geckup°
• *}ea,Ub on
¿s of which are completely
three-deckers, eight or nine line of battle verdict of the Coroner’s iurv, was, that the fire. The fire was discovered between Ayres shall recognize the independence of demo verj
Then separating, one part was
..ships, and several frigates, were getting, deceased came to his death by strangling 10 and 11 o’clock, A. M. in a back work Brazil and of that province, which has CODuULf|Y(}
_ r_ __ tube
w to thé side of the
a leaden
and blows inflicted on the temples, bv Barnev shop, from which the flames burst in a few freely and with one accbrd declared itself■ ship, th
gh which it passed out between
reacy for sea. The Sultan superintends M’Gloine—JV. York Mer. Adv.
y
every thing, and revievvs the troops every
moments, and so enveloped the dwelling a part of the empire.—He begins his wind and water, starting the ends of three
speech by declaring his grief at the decease five inch planks. Another portion from the
day. They are much improved of late,
A Massachusetts gentleman, in Balti house as to prevent the saving of but a
store room passing into the ladies’ cabin,
and are chiefly instructed by renegade more, lately wrote that he had intended to small part of the furniture.—Loss from 3000 of his most beloved consort—he calls the shivered toatoms the plate of a large mirror,
attention of the assembly to the organiza leaving the frame uninjured. From the look
' Frorm.umsn.
One of the chief Turkish send a fashionable Hat to his daughter, but to 4000 dollars.
p).
tion of a new system of finance, which shall ing-glass to the piano-forte was an easv
Generals is a renegade Frenchman. The was afraid to venture it on the deck of the
prevent the peculations practiced under transition ; it touched the instrument with no
[From the Christian Intelligencer.J
. cap;r u was quiet, but people generally packet, and could not get it down the
the present system, and recommends a law delicate impulse, dismounting it and leaving
seemed to doubt that it w,ould continue so. hatchway !
it out of tune. Thence it passed through the
Different guards were'day and night pa
To the Overseers of the Poor fOr the for the more equitable administration of whole length of the after cabin and out'at the
justice—these two subjects he says require stern windows. Fortbnatelv we were all in
rading the town, and entering all the cof
town of Gardiner.
Indian Newspaper.—A letter from a
to be attended to without loss of time. our births at the moment. Upon these facts
fee houses.
The Commissioners who
person residing among the Cherokee In Gentlemen :■—
He informs the assembly that tire marriage I would venture briefly to remark, that the
.¡»noil the treaty of Aykerman were all
A few days after you sent Mr. Berry to
dians, says the Indians contemplate the
mast head was bound by four iron hoops, say
assassinated on their return to Constanti establishment of a paper for the purpose the Gaol as a house of correction, on ac of his daughter, the Queen of Portugal, from two to three inches wide, and nearly
has
been
celebrated
at,
Vienna,
—
that
he
nople. This was the Sultan’s order. The of circulating genetai intelligence among count of his extreme intemperance, I went
half an inch thick. These attracting the flu
expects the arrival of h£r husband, his id and being themselves insulated by other
Sultan and the Grand .Visier nightly pa
to his room and conversed with him about
the members of their nation.
less powerful conductors, would naturally at
rade the streetsjn disguise, to see wheth
his situation.
fie regretted in strong brother, daily—and that thp constitutional the instant accumulate a large repletion of
principles are triumphant in Portugal.
er any disturbance is going on, and wheth
terms,
and
with
much
feeling,
his
unhappy
the fluid which, by the violence of its action,
Church and Shop. —Messrs. Sherman
er their orders are executed, Hardly a
The Court at New York, on Monday, burst the hoops asunder, and shattered the
situation and the miserable state of himself
day passes without the shedding of human and Thomson, wholesale and retail deal and family, and all brought, about by his succeeded in forming a jury for’the trial of mast head and cap. Into the cabin store
ers of dry goods in Utica, have a nota bena
room it seems to have been conducted by a
blood, from inere jealous suspicions.
to their advertisement, to inform their love of ardent spirits, which he seemed to Jacob Barker and others for conspiracy, leaden pipe near the mainmast under the
after
which
the
case
was
opened
by
the
fear
he
could
never
conquer.
I
then
men

deck.
—The quicksilver on the back of the
readers, that they make a discount of six
COLOMBIA.
tioned to him Dr. Chamber s medicine for District Attorney, and the trial was contin mirror was sufficient to attract it thither.,
per cent to the Clergy.
intemperance, related most of the state ued until 9 o’clock in the eyening. It was when it would be diffused over the whole sur
A passenger in the brig Tampico, from
face .of the glass, which being the most per
Carthagena, who had recently been in
ments I had heard of its salutary effect and again resumed on Tuesday morning.
MAMMOTH HOG.
fect non conductor known, was thus shattered
The
Montreal
Courant
states
that
advised
him
to
take
it.
To
this,
he
very
the Pacific, has favored us with Lima pa
into countless pieces. The atmosphere be
A sloop arrived at Burlington, (Vt.) a
pers to the last of February, and verbal few days since with a cargo of 115 live rationally and manfully consented, agreeing Messrs. Gates and Co. bad imported into ing very moist, the dampness of the cabin
Cpnada, from the United States, in the floor, for want of a better conductor, might
to submit himself to my directions.
advices of the situation of affair^ in Guaya
hogs from Whitehall, for the Montreal
proliably aid in carrying it to the windows.
I then applied to a Physician, who has last six weeks, $630,000 in specie.
quil and Carthagena. The papers on a
market. The two largest weighed 2188
“ Being all in our births, enveloped in beds
Accounts from Martinique and from Cu
recently introduced the medicine, and ob
slight examination, do not appear to con
and bedding of non conducting materials, we
lbs. I he largest is of the gra.ss fed. breed,
tained it. He took it willingly, according ba, represent those islands as suffering’ex- :reposed in comparative safety, while the
tain any news of moment.
5 years old, weighs 1148 lbs. - measures 8 to orders ; and I th ink it has had t he effect cessively from severe drought, afid state '
I he 1 ampico sailed from Carthagena
deadly bolt careered around us with fierce
¡-2 feet in length and girths 6 feet 10 inchand resistless energy. Doubtless, a feather
on the 21st ult. touching at Havana, where es. The other is of the Byfield breed, 2 to work a radical cure. On tfic third day that very short crops are expected.
bed is the most safe retreat in such cases.
of his taking the medicine I offered him
she remained two days.
Preparations
Bost. Adv.
Had it been later in the day, and the passen
1-2 years old weighs 1040 lbs. measures
part of a glass of pure spirits, and request
were making for the reception of General
gers about the cabin, the chances are, that it
Bolivar, who, with Mr. Cockburn, the En 6 1-2 feet and girths 6 feet 6 inches. ’ The ed him to drink it before he took the med
would have been fatal to many of us.
NEW YORK, JVNE 25.
last mentioned hog has gained, for about
icine,; so as to associate the flavor of the
glish Minister, was shortly expected from
“ The operation of the second shock was
Advices from Rio Janeiro to April 29th
three months past, 3 pounds per day.
spirits with the medicine. He drank about are received. A letter of the 27th, says very different from the former, and is more
Laguira in the British frigate Aurora.__
deserving
of - attention, as furnishing a new
half of what I gave him, and it instantly —“ The Buenos Ayrean Army is said to
Carthagena was the only place of note in
instance in proef of the efficacy of lightningULTRA PURITANISM.
Colombia where Bolivar was at all popular.
created a nausea equal to that produced bv have possession of the better part of the rods, as a protection at sea. We had a chain
We understand (says the Boston Cour the medicine itself, which he took immedi
The country was in a ipost deranged state,
Province of Rio Grande, and to have driv conductor onboard; but it not being the
and many of the departments, particularly ier) that some of the most popular physi ately. He takes his last glass to day, and en off 400,000 head of cattle. There are Season to expect much lightning, and the first,
that of Carthagena, paid no regard to the cians in Boston have refused to perform I feel no doubt in saying to you, that you rumours of Peace, but we place no reliance shock coming on quite suddenly, it was not
up at' the time. The morning squall was
professional services on the Sabbath day. may discharge him with safety. If he
orders of the General Government.
on them—the war will yet last some over; it continued, however, to blow fresh
A
similar
resolution
is
said
to
have
been
drinks
any
more
spirits
for
Jive
years
I
shall
The Colombian Congress had assemmonths.”1
all the day, and about noon, heavy clouds be
ed at Tunja, but had as yet done nothing. adopted at Middletown, Conn. On the be much disappointed so great is my faith
Extract of a letter from Carthagena, gan to gather in on every side, rolling their
Tiic Vice President, Santander, had ten annunciation of this fact, the Democratic that I would insure on him for a trifle, nev May I9th—“ We received from Govern volumes apparently among the rigging. We.
Press quotes the declaration of our Saviour, er to drink any more rum. His health and
had reason to expect more lightning; the
dered his resignation.
ment, a reply to our memorial on the sub
as a motto—“ Depart from me ye cursed spirit are better than when he came here ; ject of the introduction of Tobacco, Coffee conductor was prepared, and Capt. Bennet
Our informant left Guayaquil on the 12th
ordered it to be raised to the main royal mast
—I was sick and in prison and ye visited his appetite is good and he seems rejoiced
and Sugar ; and are sorry to add that these head. It consisted of an iron chain, having
of April. On the 1st the General in Chief
me not”—and exclaims—
in the prospect of living a life of sobriety articles will not be permitted to an entry, links, one fourth of an inch thick, and two’
(Perez) put the city under martial law, in
“ Is this possible 1 Are the blue laws and temperance once more. He now says
and'that the vessel bringing them will be feet long, turned in hooks at each end and
consequence of having received informa
connected by rings of the same thickness, and
re-enacted 1. Shall old women be burnt for —and I believe he speaks the truth—that subject to confiscation.”
Mer. Adv.
tion of the departure from Callao, for
of one inch annular diameter. This chairf
being witches, and young ones fined for nothing could disgust him more than a glass
Guayaquil, of the Colombian division ©f
was fastened to a rod of; iron, half an inch,
giving kisses to their sweet-hearts ; and of rum. I hope you will discharge him
The Frederick Herald (Maryland) states thick and four feet ip length, with a point
troops lately serving in Peru, consisting of beer barrels be whipped for working' on
and make such experiments as you think that
I
during a heavy gust on the 9tb inst. well polished and tapered, in order, to receive
about 2500 men, the same who had effect Sunday ?
5
properrtq ascertain whether a cure is effect- 1thé Methodist meeting house in Middle the fluid with facility ; it was secured to the
ed the recent revolutions in Lima. Sup
main royal mast, tho rod extending two feet
“ How can a physician tell the dangers ed, or whether I am deceived.
iton, in thatt ‘count
county, was levelled to the above the mast head, and thence it, was
posing they would enter, -the General in
of a case until he visits the patient ? Is it
Respectfully, &c.
'<
Sue was the violence of the brought down over the quarter; and repelled
Chief fitted out three armed brigs and a
not the greatest subject of regret among
PITT DILLINGHAM.
sore of the heavy timbers were by an oar, protruding, say ten feet from the
schooner, which were sent to the mouth
human and skilful physicians that persons . Augusta, June 5, 1827.
ship’s side, and sinking a few feet below the.
(
■Oils erable distance.
surface of the water.

goaswar news.
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T “Dr. Franklin was of opinion that a rod of
■ ■ TO' CORRESPOXDËNTS.
‘
ihis size would sustain without injury the se
At a Court of Probate^ held at Berwick I
A
valued
friend,
who
frequently
enriches'
FB0WÀTBL
©ÈS. '
verest shock of lightning. ■ I have been thuswithin and for the County of York, on the
minute in stating the dimentions of the chain, our columns with his communication^, will
twenty-sixth day of June, in the year of our
Court of Probate held at Berwick, withfor the double purpose ‘"of conveying some excuse us for not inserting, in this days papei\
Lord:. one thousand eight hundred and
> although a'^
Z “S'
the
°S ^k,.on the twen.idea of the force of this shock, and. of impress-- his favor of last week.—It shall receive at
twenty-seven.
■
.
ih day of June m the year of our
apology inti?
jng'the. necessity of providing larger conduc
"ffi^UNICE
HAGGENS/i Administratrix
tention
in
our
next.
and
twenty-seven.
tors. The, chain, however, in this instance
. t
JUST RECEU/EO
|OHN NOWELL, Administrator de bo- -324 of the estate of James Haggkns late
fterforpied its office anti it was up in happy? “ g ” Writes upon a subject, upon which
of Berwick, in said county, deceased, having I A AVn
of BOOKS' «and
VJ
8
hon
«
the
estate
of
J
ohn
N
owell
,
lime to avert a blow that, in the opinion of there exists a great diversity of sentiment, late of Sanford, in stud countv, deceased presented her fourth account of admibistra-j
o 1A1 ION ARY,: comprising almost
ah on board, mutt have sent this stanch ves- 1 and should his remarks be published we fear having
presented his second account of ad tion .of the estate of said deceased, for allow  e'ery article usually balled for. «
llk- OnU.e>
sel m an instant to the bottom.
. 1 articular attention has been given to the
ministration
of the estate of said deceased-for ance. ■
they
would
be
'
misconstrued.
It
is
deem

™t. about half?
<5 S°Y.n aftéF I P. M. we saw lightning; a
■
c
ORDERED, that the Administratrix give selection of
allowance.
; m oUr
little before 2 observed a very smart flash ; ed inadmissable at present.
SCHOOL 8f CLHSSÏCHL
to?J-DRRy D‘ Ti\at the gaid Adminisfta- notice to all persons interested, by. causing a
looking
at
my
watch,
which
marks
seconds,
Si luTi’11
tor give notice to all persons interested bv copy of thisjorder to be publishe i three weeks
J counted four, when the report followed ; I
MANUAL.
tCln§ai:Opyofthi?Order iobe published successively, in the Kennebu.... Gazette,
^Wandall ¡5
felt no alarm, however, having frequently
three weeks successively in the KennebunkJ printed at Kennebunk, that they may apknown
it
to
approach
nearer
without
any
in

Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they pegr at a Probate Court to be he iat<en- in pbtai
phurnFrS“0k'’k
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T
a
.
ewfeet below the
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
depend on punctuality and his best endeavors
Copy—Attest,
1
i
good assortment of Justice to please.
. June 50.
WM. CUTTER ALLEN.
I Blanks for sale atthis Office
„
t ,
SAM’L MÉKDUM.
Kendebunkfort, June 23,1827.

Books

Statiodarf

[ JAMES K; ftEMICHji

Bôofcà,.

New StciiioBfory

^^

_K CLARK>“^-

CHILDRENS BOOKS
BLANK

,

, SS« Ela KKofefes,.
ATTORNEY ATEAW,
south sx-aWxa.-,.

Commissioners’ Notice. Rock Wanteds
C

cook,

Sheriff’s Sale..

Administrator's Sale.

T

Sheriff’s Sale.

LOTTERY.

Paper Hangings.

Notice.

T

The Subscriber takes

Shingles &, Clapboards.
90

Tailoring Business,

IflaDMS.

Just Published by

Commissioners’ Notice.’
THEbysubscribers
having been appointed
the H-on. Jonas Clark, Judge of Pro-

SAMUEL C. STEVENS, Dover, N, H
W ENDING from sch. Warren, from PorkW and for sale by Jamès K. Remich, KeKIj to Rico, in Hhds. and Bbls, and fbrs
WyTOTICE is hereby given to the heirs of
bate for the County of York, to • «oive “d' nebunk ; the
N the esute of WlY HARMON,
examine the cl^ms of creditors to the estate |
saie by
H. CLARK.
ikte of York, in the county of York, deceas
—containing--ALSO-SVGJLH, in Bbls, and Hhds.
ed and all others concerned—1 hat George
THOMAS F. GOULD,
Lessons in Simultaneous Reading and De
Kennebunk-port, June 7,1827.
L. Emerson and Mary his wife, have pre
late of Kennebunk-Port, in said County, de fining, with Spelling from the same. Io
sented to me the subscriber, Judge of the
ceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give which are added, Questions, & References to
Court of Probate, within and for said county ,
W
notice that six months from the eighth day an Appendix, containing Sketches of Char
an instrument purporting to be the last will
.
»Sy^fied
of May 1827, are allowed to said creditors t( acters, persons and places alluded to m the
and testament of said Sally Harmon, and that
bring in and prove their claims, and that we
the second Tuesday in August next is assign
JA
bring in to th^Assessors thereof, on or be- 1 hall attend that service at the store of Bai> W°rk' BY SAMUEL PUTNAM. _
ed to take the Probate thereof, at a Probate to
foreS! fourth Xy of July next true unu nabas Firmer, in Kennebunk, on the first
posi'
“ I had rather speak five words with my
Court then to be held at York, when and
lists, under oath, of ail then estates Monday of June, and the four succeeding
that I might teach others al
From the Virginia Herald.
where they may be present and shew cause, perfect
realiiud personal ¡.not exempted by law iron, months^from two to four o clock in the aftei • understanding,
I Ml
so, than ten thousand words m an unknown
if any they have, why the same should not be taxation)1 which they were possessed of on
proved, approved and allowed as the last win the first day of May last ; m order that the n00n’
tongue.”
R
BARNABAS PALMER,
advice to a young gentleman looking
second Edition.
and testament of said deceased.
#
HENRY KINGSBURY.
may be apportioned according 9^aw.
This work is highly recommended.
OUT FOR A WIFE.
Given under my hand at York, this s€Lven* , taxes
And no one is to expect an.^?ternent unless
Sold also by Hilliard, Gray 8c Co ; Rich
May 12.
.
IF you, my friend, would have a wife
teenth day of April in the year of our Lord
he complies with the requisitions ot the law.
ardson 8c Lord ; Wait, Greene 8c Co. Bo^
eighteen hundred and ^»^«"¿ARK.
To cheer the gloomy hours of life, .
fiANlEL SEW ALL, ) of
ton : Whipple 8c Lawrence ; J. M. Ives, Sa
And give you constant pleasure ;
JOSEPH I HOMAb, >6.ay Parish.
lem ; S. N. Tenney, Newburymort, Mass, j
June
9.
_______
,
_______
WE thè subscribers having been ap I. Hill ; J. B. Moore, Concord ; Childs &
ENOCH HAR»Y. 5
The following useful maxims mind,
|pwar
pointed bv the Hon. Jonas Clark, Sparhawk, Portsmouth, N. H. ; Wm. Hyde ;
Kennebunk, 6th June, 1827._____ ,—-----•wrOTICE is hereby given
fence
And you in time may hope to find
intel
Judge of Probate for the County of York, P. L. 8c Robinson, Portland ; Parker Sheldon,
Pl the estate of SOLOMON ALLEN, This dear delightful treasure.
||i
pro
Commissioners to receive and examine the Gardiner; Wm. Hasting Waterville ; H.
late of Sanford, in the county of York, Yeo
Lhoh
claims
of
creditors
to
the
estate
of
man,
deceased,
and
all
others
concerned
hyth
Hyde,
Bath
;
Putnam
and
Blake,
Saco,
;
First look for one that's young and fair,
That Elijah Allen, has presentedAo me the
George W. Hill 8c Co. Montpelier ; Wxce weel ■ anc
ABNER BRAG DON,
With countenance devoid of care,
subscriber, Judge of the Court of Probate
late of Wells, in the county of York, Carpen and Reed, Wells’ River Vt.; J Hutchens, Ba
within and for said county, an instrument pur
And foolish affectation ;
Providence, R. I ; O. D. Cooke 8c Sons,
ter, represented insolvent, hereby
porting to be the last will and testament ot
For one whose face displays a gloom,
that six months are allowed said creditors to’ Hartford; A. H.Maltby,&:Co.New-Haven, ion th
said Solomon and that the third Tuesday RESPECTFULLY informs the inhab brine; in and prove their claims, and that we Conn;
Collins & Hannay,New-York;
Will make you angry with your doom,
,
jpnec
in July next, is assigned to take the Prooate it itants of this and the neighboring wi JAttend that service at the Store of Wil
Price 25 Cents, Single—$2 40 per Dozen. Ind porn
And give you sad vexation.
thereof, at a Probate Court then to be held at, towns,
that he has-ag-^n put his Carding Ma liam Gooch in W ells, on the last^ Monday of
May 19. (
__
foe.
Kennebunk, in said county, when and where chines iu good order En carding
May inst. and on the last
Be not, like common lovers, blind
kt
they may be present and shew cause, it any
But all her words, and actions mind,
they have, why the same should not be prov , Common and Merino WOOL, following months fi
lore
add
is
now
ready
to
receive
wool
at
his
old
ed, approved and allowed as the last will ami
And judge of them sincerely ;
SETH HATCH.
testament of said deceased.
Stand for Carding.
.
. . . .
.
For if you form your choice at once,
<MITATION
Holland
GIN.
Wells, May 17.________ ,_______ / .
„
The late Freshet having deprived him of
Given under my hand at Limerick, tins
toned h«{
And she should prove a slut or dunce
i Rectified RUM ;
fifth day of June, in the year of our Lorn his Cloth Dressing Mills, he cannot say that
N. E. RUM ; MOLAbfeES ;
You will repent severely.
he
is
now
ready
for
Dressing
Cloth,
but
he
eighteen hundred and wg^'^ARK.
______ SAL BRATUS, and
■count Ip)»;1
will be readv by the first of July next, 01 as WE the subscribers, havingbeen appoint
Let solid sense her mind inform,
soon as the Cloth Dressing season commences..
and (||íd i
ed by the Hon. Jonas Clark, Judge
PYkociVvx
MiU
ASS.
June 9.
_ _____________
•
The subscriber tenders his acknowledge
Let gentle love her bosom warm,
At a Court IfP^bate held at Limerick, ments to his customers, for the liberal en of Probate, Commissioners to receive! and
were ,t tha
Yes, let her love you truly ;
I sub
within and for the County q/ York, on the couragement they have given him, and solic• examine the claims of creditors to the estate
forts
Let her be void of foolish pride,
fifth day of June, in the year of our Lord its a continuance of their custom.
ftnbéi
ALWAYS FOR SALE AT THE
STEPHEN TOWNE,
Let modesty her actions guide,
eighteen hundred and twenty-seven.
N. B. Those that wish, can have then
IWrARTHA
CLUFF,
Administratrix
of
late
of
Kennebunk-port,
in
tlm
county
of
SACO
BSSTXS.X.BBT,
te#®
'
Or else she’ll prove unruly.
Wool Picked and Oiled at his Card Room in
York, Merchant, represented insolveirt,he^ where is wanted, POT 8c PEA^UASHES » The;
j y m the estate of James Cluff, late ot Al
MOSES NASON.
by give notice that six months are allowed
fred, in said county, deceased ; having, pre the best manner.
Her temper should be all serene,
i,aiï
by
sented a petition for license to sell so much
6w.
Free from extremes of mirth or spleen,
Kennebunk-port, May 26._____ ________ said creditors to bring m and prove^then
Saco, May 3,
[liant
claims ; and that we will attend that.su
of
the
real
estate
of
said
deceased
tor
the
With no wild flights incumber’d ;
payment of his debts and incidental charges,
truel)
T
vice at the building
. For one that now is mad with joy,
deceased as astore on tb« last^efP®bia/r
as will raise the sum of six hundred and thirty
the fr htien
of June, August, September and October,
Then sad or sullen, will destroy
dollars and fourteen cents.
the w rrion
ORDERED/ihat the said Administratrix a LL persons having unsettled Jaccounts from one to four o’clock in the afternoon of
Your peace with pangs unnumber d.
JL
with
the
subscriber,
are
requested
to
HIS inveterate disease which has so long
had
give notice to all persons interested by caus
baffled the art of the most experienced mense '•loss
Watch how her leisure hours she spends, ing a copy of this order to be published three call and have them adjusted immediately, it ^THOMAS W. SHANNON,? CommisJOHN SKEELE,
yszoners.
]EFFERDS.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga tey wish to avoid
Physicians, has at length found a sovereign
And if with wise and virtuous friends,
with fon
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
May 9.1827.
,
, remedy in
_____
In dheerful conversation ;
Kennebunk,
May
29,
1827.
______
tarhel
appear at a Probate Court to be held atKenDR. LAGRANGE'S GENUINE »«« idi!
If at due times the instructive page,
nebunk, in said County, on the third Tues
contei?
day in July next, at ten of the clock in the
In search of truth her thoughts engage,
mN HAT the subscriber has been duly ap~
self wl I a si
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
She merits approbation.
J.
pointed Administrator of the estate of
FEW CUTANEOUS diseases are met war ¡pm 1
why the said license should not be granted.
Just received and for sale by
■with more reluctance by the Physician, and acted) lot ac
y
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
STEPHEN TOWNE,
A true cofiy^-RTTvs-r,
I. JEFFERDS.
late of Kennebunk-port, Merchant, deceas none in which he is so universally «»»»l j¡K hi
STANZAS.
WM. CUTTER ALLEN, Reg’r firo tern.
ed and has taken upon himself that trust by ■^This Ointment has stood the test of expe- he ha||from
Kennebunk-port, June 1,1827.
[From the German.]
giving bonds as the law directs.—All persons
June 9.
___________ -_________ _
The wise man sees his winter close,
kher
indebted to said estate, can settle with the rience-and justly obtained an unparalleledce- ;(j rt hLike evening on h summer’s day ;
subscriber till August 1st when all notesand lebrity. It immediately removes the scabs, j ¡W
■T
eives
a
healthy
action
to
the
vessels
of
the
mow
accounts will positively be left with xE. L. skin and its original colour and smoothness, but h was
Each age he knows, its roses bears,
Bourne, f°>-collection.^ BRADBURV.
Its mournful moments, and its gay.
Numerous recommendations nught becb-Ly a Np res
-nrtHE subscriber having contracted with
tained of its superior efficacy, but the Pro-F ,
Jli
the
Overseers
of
theEoor
for
the
town
Thus would! dwell with pleasingthought,
May 5.
,
~ prietor chose that a fair trial ^oum fTd |d un
of Wells, for the support of all the Paupers
Upon my spring of youthful pride ;
on'vc^nment^tor. It has in three or four. Hist
RESPECTFULLY informs the public, bf-loaging to said
€ ->the current year,
weeks c^r^Aa;ases of fifteen and twenty y^ar^
that he has taken thaV noted pMce m he therel e hereby forbids all persons har
Yet, like the festive dancer, glad
Dover, N.H. called the
To rest in peace at even tide.
efe&'T’medy teat could be devised. L
boring or truscing any of said Paupers on his
account, (excepting those persons with whom
HE
subscriber
has
just
received
and
of

It not only at once gives immediate renew» a ,um(
The gazing crowds proclaimed me/mr,
heSasmadl/special agreements to support
fers for sale an assortment of
,
Aalt-Rheum, but cures Tinea Cafiitis (coni-mt < in at
any of said Paupers) as I shall pay no bills of
Ere, Autumn touched, my green
monlv called SCALD HEAD) and.all scabbyU
:1 [bate
lhe like kind
LITTLEFIELD.
1CHV6S Fell ,
eruptions peculiar to unhealthy children. , .. hry
Entertainment, Convenience and Accommo
And now they smile, and call me good
!l>There
naturf
ii
f~ x ncrc is
is nothing
uwviiiug, of
w* a
u. mercurial
------------------------ —
...
| y
Wells, May 12, 1827.
_______ of superior tone at
dation. The apartments are numerous and
prices.
Perhaps I like that name as well.
contained in it, and iV
it may
be used on inface ,c Bn
COnV4.ill«U ill
**’"2
commodious, and prepared with every con
I -xrt____ nnv rirrilTn^nfU ki»lJ — ■
fants and others under any circumstance.^ las ;
venience. The attendance m the house will
Bass Viol and Violin Strings,
be ready and unremitting and if ease and
Sold Wholesale and Retail by the folloCjcl pec
FRIENDSHIP.
.
recently imported from Naples. *
contentment can
given if the best of Li
The
FRIENDSHIP is like a cobl^r s tie,
quors and provisions, Skillful Cooks atten
in?)lvid Griffith, Portland ; Delano & Wrong t inf
That joins two soles in unity—
tive Waiters, moderate Charges, and an un
May 19.
■
But love is like the cobler s awl,
ney, Boston; Isaac Hill,
fe’Cl
diminished ambition to please, may be con
That pierces through the soul and all.
Putnam 8c Blake, Saco, and J AMES L
sidered claims to the public patronage, the
terrREMICH, Kennebunk.
? Li
To a lady who said she would box my ears.• keeper of the Dover Hotel relies with confi
*4t*Liberal discount to country dealers, toured.
dence upon a liberal support.
THE Subscriber would like
ju^.18 ’6.
ponlv.L.._,j
L .
FIRM to your threat, Eliza, stand
eonlground !|g
f1
to-take thirty Oxen to
IZ. EXTRA FINE, FINE, IMITA
APPENDANT TO THE HOUSE IS .A
The promise made, maintain it;
feh
pasture by the season, in one ot
TION BEAVERS and Knapt Hats ;
And fail not to fresiow vowr hand
besl]|B le
the best pastures in Shaplei^h,
Children’s Fancy, Black and Drab do.
On one who wont disdain it.
____
Men’s and Boy’s Felt do. For bale at andknown as the “Ministerial Farm, m
bnest _ Ca
wholesale or retail, by E. GOULD,
_
theEastParish.
ELISHA ALLEN. ’
Bitti«lb a
Opposite the Post Office.
providence.
jwilh ( |wd(
j
Sanford, May 12, 1827. _________ _
,
which will always be supplied with the
May 19.
fSpins I Ea
What inextricable confusion must the best of Hay> Grain, &c. and to which strict
but for the variety and faithful attention shall be paid.
ead <;
world have been in,
the faces,
Dover, N. H. June 1, 1827.____ ___ ___
which we find to obtain in
m the
faces, the
the
1 re¡
371-2
m
w HAVE just received from Bos- WHEATON’S noted ITCH p^fence 'wit!
voices, and the hand writings of men. No
AY be found at the Stable of the Sub
| ton and New-York, a supply
security of person, of possession no justice ripHE Copartnership heretofore existing
scriber, the present Season, a pair ot
in t
MENT, which has stood the
of PRIME DRUGS, and a conv
BULLS, for the accommodation of Farmers.
between man and man, no distinction be JI
of
against
all'
other
ointment
the
pntebw
,
between
fePn plete assortment of
The price for Service for the Season will be
tween good and bad, friends and foes, fath
which has been reduced from 50 to tap. (
37
J
cents
if
paid
dt
’
wn
^
R
p
C
^
n
po
R
TER
PAINTS
OIL,
er and child, husband and wife, male and
centS>
...ALSO...
,U”' I i ha
is dissolved by mutual consent.
female.—All would have been exposed to
Kennebunk, June 1,1827. ______ ______
All persons having demands against saia
ima
malice, fraud, forgery, and lust. But now firm are requested to present them for pay
Dr. Davenport's Billions Mfes ! riei
May 19. __________
...________ __
every man’s face can distinguish him in the ment and all persons indebted requested to
For the time these Pills have been offejrniy E;
light, his voice in the dark, and his hand make payment to Samuel Lewis or Andrew
to
the public, the sale of them ha$ exceejarjg0 Wit
Luques,
within
60
days.
wwlvE taken a room in the House of Miss
writing can speak for him though absent
Kennebunk-port, June 20th, 1827.
HE Subscriber has to let a pasture of WAEhza Morrill, (nean the tavern of M. the most sanguine expectations of thej , .had
prietor,
which may be fairly consideidpe
and he is witness to all generations. Did
200 acres, within half a mile of ShapLindsey, Esq.) where they intend carrying acknowledgement of their many virtues.Jeb a
this happen by chance, or is it not a mani
leigh corner, and will take fifty head of CatThey are very justly esteemed for
fest, as well as admirable indication 01 a
tie for the Season.
ANDREW L0RD.
mild and safe operation as a cathartic ijh r
°Miilinenj
and
Mantua
Making
OAY
&
Martin
’
s
8c
Warren
’
s
BLACKdivine superintendence ?
cases where one is necessary- I heyJ
jiJI ING warranted genuine—for sale by
ShapVgh, May 26, 1827.
safe, and sovereign remedy m all bilWy th |tro
Business,
the
dozen
or
single
bottle
at
ANECDOTE FOUNDED ON FACT.
vers pains in the head, stomach and
sn
J. K REMICH’S Bookstore.
neatness and indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness,
fSc<| anc
June 21,1827._________\
_______
and
billions
cholic-they
are
likewise^
1
In a small village of the state of Geor
de($ells, May 19,1827. tidote
_________
_______
_
against
infectious
diseases, rem '« th
gia, a quarrel recently occurred between
HE above superior article just received
' obstructions of every kind by dissolvingw 1 iso
two Frenchmen, one a meagre little phy
and for Sale bv
discharging the morbid matter, helpinak ai L
GREENOUGH & BODWELL.
■ gestion, restoring a lost appetite—a su [
sician, that looked as if he lived on his own JOS. g.
bf.cf.ived
Stetson’s, Wright’s and lief
!
for costive habits. They are so ac|^untefjetir
May 23.
- ____________________ F VMPTON,
drugs, the other a sturdy grocer who as a
Sbce’s HOES, Hoe handles Farter s :modatedto all seasons and hours, that tgsec It an
A
lot
of
new
style
CA£:ECC®>'.',
cannibal could have taken the little M. D.
[
Xr Ames’ best back Strap SHOVLLS, f-m-s maybe taken in summer or winter, aje
at a meal. In the progress of the dispute, very Cheap.
SPADES, Manure Forks and Pitchforks, foi time of the day, without regard to diej , , Iftei
hindrance
of
business.
Theirjjperat^
wn
the doctor, wrought up to the sticking
8ale by GREENOUGH 8c BODWELL.
gentle and effectual, that by. experience®; ca | of
point, and as warm as a cataplasm, exclaim
b
i
omr nthpr nhvsic MB tn ;»i:.
,
ed vehemently “ I be dam if I no kill you.
May 12.
________ __ ____________ are found to excel any other physic htg (q pie
fore
offered
to
the
public.
.»00(| | lat
lOi
AS
J
ust
received
his
S
pring
A
ssort
—to which the grocer replied with a non
SCYTHES, SNEATHS.
The genuine are covered with a cj,
;
went of
chalance of the most curious contrast,
plate, with the design of the Good SafOut (
June 16._________ ________ ________ —
“ JVo, JDoctaire, I be dam 1^ you do, Jor 1
tan, and the agents name thereon.
png [ko
;
ANTED immediately at this office a
—.ALSO—
Ha |
shall not employ you.”
which1 he offers for sale on the mosi reasonlad from 14 to 15 years of age as an
.... te
terms.
.he
annrentice to the Printing business ; one of
Wheaton’s Jaundice
AN away from tk? ;Sdhscnber, on I able
May
19,
1827.
At a parly of “good society” in Phila
feady habits and a good school education
Tuesday, 5th inst. a 1 own Pauper,
01719
reirjt,a
i
delphia not long ago, was a young la y
named SALLY SMITH. AU I^som aixi
will find encouragement on application t
[pici
Davenpores Celebrated Eye
from B--------- In the course of the eve hereby forbid harboring or trusting said PauGa^Qfflce^M 1827
Afreshsuply of the above is kept itil^ few
.
ning conversation became slack, a pause of' per on my account, as I shall pay no debts of
p^NIEL QUINT.
nebunkby J.LILLIE—mMelis y
L
a few moments became unavoidable. A tier contracting.
a LL persons having unsettled accounts
rill—in Saco, by E. Goodale abA-G.
, |at
with
the
subscriber
are
requested
to
gentleman brok^ silence by observingBerwick, June 13, 1827.
-_____ _
Dover bv Wheeler & Imfts—by.
ter;
’Land settle them immediately, or they
S awful pause.”—The poor girl who
. gists in Portland anff Boston,
le <
Jut
be
left
with
a
Lawyer
for
collection.
CASK FURNACES, 3 sizes-Just re persons in the principal townsfiow
th ought the observation was meant for her,
rty
, nd all persons having demands against him
ceived and For Sale
T
spoke up rather pertly-“ Well, I guess
toScN^.
eow”
rv j ~
• re requested to present, them for payment.
GREENOUGH 8i BOD WELL.
few
you would have awful p« too, if you
,1..
A good assortment of Justice
q
, william gooch
May 12.
should wash and scrub asmuch as I do
Blanks for sale at this Office. , I Weils, May ir, war.

analytical reader,

(Joniniissioners9 Notice.

CABBIW

and Cloth Dressing.
MOSES NASON.

w

GUJ.

Commissioner s’ Notice.

Notice.

Salt Rheum.

T

new goods

Notice is hereby Given

Motice.

Rover Hotel!

JONAS cTMARCH,.

MUSIC.

DOVER HOTEL,

T

¡

General assortment of
HATS.

PASTtJBWO-

Large and Convenient

'

V

STABLE,

To Farmers

Copavtoevship Dissolved.

Drugs and Paints.

M

liEWIS & WILDES,

Pasturing to Let.

"WACMIIG. T

English Scythes.

Goods.

Palm leaf Fans,
Lemon Syrup,

noticeT^

B

L

T

Fhtww^ Utensils.

NEW GOODS.
J. G. PERKINS,
Jul
TWw (jrOOdS,

apprentice JVnnted.

W

Notice.

Save your Fuel.

Blanks

1

n

<

h oint mt v’

